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•Market Structure EDGE: The 
New Way to Trade
•Sister Co ModernIR.com largest 
provider of quantitative equity 
Market Structure Analytics to US 
issuers
•Market-structure experts, build 
software, algorithms, based on 
market rules 



Market Structure

The behavior of money behind price and volume, in context of rules. 



…And Here’s How It’s Changed

Active Investment (80%)

Speculative Trading (10%)

Other (10%)                       

circa 2000:
Winning stocks: The ones 
the best stock-pickers buy. 

Sources: 2000 data are estimated based on firms making 
markets at the time, Investment Co Institute data on fund 
assets. 2023 data from ModernIR models. 

Active Investment (10%)
(This is Benjamin Graham)

Fast Trading (52%)
Investment horizon of a day or less –

speculation on prices

Passive Investment (20%)
Index Funds, ETFs, Quant Funds

Risk Mgmt (18%) 
Using derivatives, leverage

This is 2023:
The ones the best 
stock-pickers buy have 
a 1-in-10 chance of 
winning. 
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Market Structure makes winning harder

Reg NMS requires 
stocks to trade 

between the best 
Bid and Offer

• The 
Average

Passive Investment 
tracks averages, 

prices between Bid
and Offer

• The 
Average

A few big brokers 
execute most trades 

and rules require 
matches between 

Bid and Offer

• The 
Average

Stock-pickers 
seek OUTLIERS, 
rules force 
prices toward 
the AVERAGE

Tracking the Mean

Sources: ModernIR reviews of market rules, data, analysis 
2005-2023. 
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• DJIA fell 54% 2007-09

• Nasdaq fell 77% 2000-02

• Markets 2023-4?

Markets do not deliver the 

results you think, especially if 

you need your savings when 
stocks are falling. 

NYSE: 2000-2022
Ave 8%/yr

Nasdaq: 2000-2022, 6%/yr

Publicly available data



So, what are we traders and investors to do? 



Price, Fundamentals, Technicals, aren’t by themselves 
reliable.



Demand Supply



Demand Supply

Prices



SupplyDemand

Prices
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Three rules: 

1. Beware Broad Sentiment because of Market Structure. 

2. Beware Context: Options-expirations, earnings, month-ends.

3. Trade diverging Supply/Demand.  
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What Are “Supply” and “Demand”?

Demand.  An algorithm called “Market Structure Sentiment” 
metering buying and selling by investors under rules governing 
quotes and trades in US stocks. It’s a predictive mathematical calculation of 
the velocity of short-run price-movement driven by behavioral change and normalized to a 
scale of 1-10 with 1 being negative but oversold and 10 being positive but overbought. It's 
the DEMAND read, and Demand over 5.0 tends to produce rising stocks and markets, and 
vice versa.

Supply. Short volume is the percentage of trading volume 
predicated on borrowed stock.  It derives from 2010 Reg SHO modified-uptick 
rules for shorting stocks, is regulated by Finra, and includes market-making exemptions to 
short-locate rules under Reg SHO Rule 203b(2). 
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Demand 

rising, 
Supply 

falling

Demand 

falling, 
Supply 

rising

Rule #1
Manage Risk with 
Broad Sentiment 
(the engine of the 
stock market). 

Prices constantly 
change, always 
RELATIVE. 

Condition 
Reversing

Source: Market 
Structure EDGE LLC. 
Data are illustrative, 
not advice.
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Rule #2: Context 
Matters
MarketStructureEDGE.com, 
under “Resources”

Options expirations

Plus: Fed, VIX, quad-witching, 
index rebalances, LEAPS

Source: Data compiled by ModernIR.com from S&P, Russell FTSE, Nasdaq, CBOE, MSCI
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ENTRY
Demand over 5.0, 
Supply flat

EXIT
Demand ticks down
(Supply above trend)

Rule #3
Use diverging 
Supply and 
Demand for 
entries, the 
reverse for 
exits.

Source: Market 
Structure EDGE LLC. 
Data are illustrative, 
not advice.
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Illustration: TSLA returns Dec 19-Apr 28 (90 days). Buying 
and holding TSLA: 10% (SPY 9%). Past performance is not 
indicative of future outcomes. 

Entry on rise over 5.0, exit on Demand downtick: 72% in 
32 days. 

Trading TSLA

Source: Market Structure EDGE LLC. 
Data are illustrative, not advice.



Let’s go to marketstructureedge.com…



Momentum typified by diverging Demand (Market 
Structure Sentiment) and Supply (Short Volume)

Low Volatility 
stocks exhibit 
STABLE Demand, 
falling Supply

Source: app.MarketStructureEDGE.com

Momentum vs Low Volatility (EDGE math)



Divergences

Source: Market Structure EDGE LLC. Data are illustrative, not advice.



Are Banks in Trouble? 

In Apr 2023, Financials don’t signal high 
risk in Demand or Supply. But drilling 
down, we can keep track of rising Short 
Volume (Supply) in small banks (WAL 
PACW, etc.).  

Note: High Short Volume can reflect lack 
of trading volume.



On May 1, 2023, FRC 
became the 2nd largest 
bank failure in US history. 

The trouble was apparent 
at January options-
expirations when Short 
Volume (Supply) neared 
70%. 

It was nearly 70% again 
right before the early 
March crisis wiping out 
SIVB, SBNY. 

And it remained high till 
the bank was sold. 



1. Put math on your side.

2. Time is risk. 

3. Market Structure rules stocks. 

4. Trading Supply and Demand is simple. 

PS - Beware human nature!  

Why Market Structure EDGE Works

Courtesy: Illustration 131636307 / Thinking Man © OneLineStock | Dreamstime.com

Past performance is no guarantee of future 
performance.  Conclusions are not advice but 
statistical observations in data from Market 
Structure EDGE LLC. 

https://www.dreamstime.com/thinking-man-standing-continuous-line-drawing-vector-linear-illustration-thinking-man-continuous-line-drawing-image131636307
https://www.dreamstime.com/illustration/thinking-man.html
https://www.dreamstime.com/onelinestock_info
https://www.dreamstime.com/illustration/thinking-man.html



